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A bstract- This paper presents a feedback linearisation approach to the control of electrohydraulicservo systems of a
robotic excavator. The control system of the bucket hydraulic cylinder is used as a testbed. Simulation and experimental results are provided. The results obtained demonstrate the advantage of the proposed controller over conventional linearised controllers in dealing with nonlinearities of
hydraulic systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Australian Centre for Field Robotics (ACFR) is conducting research into the area of autonomous earth-moving
vehicles [1]. One objective of the research is to design control systems that allow for the automation of hydraulic
excavators and other similar earthmoving machines. The
excavator used for experiments in our laboratory is a Komatsu PC05-7 mini~excavator This 1.5 tonne machine has
been substantially modified to serve as a test-bed for research and development work. The machine is extensively
instrumented with joint angle encoders, pressure transducers and two-axis load pins. Figure 1 shows the current
robotic excavator in its teleoperated form.
The problem of modelling hydraulic actuators seems to
be well established in technical literature on hydraulic servo
systems. The traditional PID control approach is based on
the local linearisation of the nonlinear dynamics about a
nominal operating point. The effectiveness of such a controller could be easily understood from the linearised model
of a hydraulic drive system. For the axis control of our
robotic excavator, this linearised model proved to be very
useful in gaining a physical insight into the behaviour of the
whole system. Nonlinear effects occurring during the excavator bucket and soil interactions, and in the hydraulic system itself, complicate the control strategy requirements. In
fact, it is known that oil viscosity, friction between cylinder
and piston, oil flow through the hydraulic servo-valve and
variable loading, 'however, make hydraulic control systems
suffer from highly nonlinear time-variant dynamics, load
sens.itivity, and parameter uncertainty [2]. For example,
nonlinearities such as asymmetric actuators and transmission lines effects result in gain uncertainties over the whole
frequency range. In addition, variations in the volume of
the trapped fluid and load inertia represent uncertainties in
the natural frequency. Various advanced control methods
have been proposed to address these problems [7), [8), [9],

[10].
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Fig. 1. The experimental excavator in digging

For high control performance with a simple implementation, and toward the integration of the nonlinear hydraulic
model and the excavator's arm dynamic model, it is essential that a feasible approach, different from local linearisation n~ds to be developed. A feedback linearisation
technique is proposed in this paper to deal with the control
problem in this regard. The paper is organised as.follows.
After this introduction, a comprehensive model for electrohydraulic systems is described in Section 2. Feedback linearisation design for electrohydraulic systems is presented
in Section 3. . Simulation results for the bucket cylinder
hydraulic system are provided in Section 4. Experimental
results obtained during teleoperated excavations are shown
in Section 5. Conclusion and discussions are given in Section 6.
II. ELECTROHYDRAULIC SYSTEM MODEL

The model presented in this section is intended mainly
to emphasise non-linear nature of hydraulic actuators in
order to obtain an insight in the various physical phenomena, that playa dominant role in the behaviour of hydraulic
servo-systems. Similar approaches to modelling of asymmetric hydraulic actuators have been reported in [5].
The mathematical model of hydraulic system has been
formulated from the basic physical laws, such as mass balance for oil volumes, equations of motion for moving parts,
equations for turbulent flow through small restrictions and

so on.Note that the.hydraulicpump is simply modelled .as
a constant >pressuresource,independent. of the fluid flow.
Following the oil flow. in the different. subsystemsoftheactuator and valve,amodeLJor electrohydraulic systems has
been comprehensively described in [3] and summarised as
follows. Let us first define the Jollowing state vector:

When x ~ 0 ( Extension case):
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where Y is the piston displacement and PI, 1>2 are the pressure in the. compartments of the actuators. By combining
the flow equations as nonlinear functions of the pressure
drop across the valveorifices·and the size of the orifice, the
leakage flow equation, the oil compressibility equation, the
equations of continuitY,andthe load dynamics, one arrives
at the following set of nonlinear state space equations for
a hydraulic cylinder:
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III.

It is knoWn that the .control orifices of the servo valve
fitted to the··experimental e:xcavatorare matched, symID.etrical and of the critical centre type, implying:
a2·= a4·:::::::0
al ="aa =0
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where L is the length of piston stroke length. The ineffective volumes VLl, VL2 can be neglected as indicated by experimental data. The discharge coefficient, ·.Cd,is assumed
to be the same for all ports.
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< 0 ==> a2 = a4 = a > 0,

and when x
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wherePsis the supply pressure from the pump set, wis
linear viscousfrictionandFf is . the total . opposing forces
including friction andextel"nal·.forces Nomination andnumerical•• values· ofthe>parametel"S •.of the bucket.•hydraulic
cylinderaregiven(in Table 1. .The set of parameter. values
here is chosen fOf> simulation •and . . also., has been verified
through experiments with the feedback·linearisation technique.
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+
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where x is the spoolvalvedisplacement,ai,{i = 1,2,3,4)
are the orifice areas inside the directional valve.
The nonlinear equations.· (2) can be arranged to .have the
two following forms .[6,.9]:
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FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION CONTROL

A. Motivation

The idea of feedback linearization is derived from the assumption that the valve bandwidth is significantly greater
that the overall system bandwidth. The" orifice area a in
(3)can then be approximated by:

a=Ku,

(6)

where K is a fixed gain and u· is··the valve: drive 'signaLThus.wecansee tha,t the output.. posltion y isa function of
the linear input voltage u. There are two components to the
proposed non-linear controller. The first component treats
the feedback linearization signal asa control signal and
generates the actual valve drive signal from u. This part will
be termed non-linear damping cancellation and requires
pressure feedback. Secondly, if the feedback linearisation
signal is used as a control signal, equations (4) and (5) can
be reduced toa linear model from which·a pole-placement
controller can be designed.

B. Non-linear damping cancellation

The controller parameters can be calculated using the poleplacement technique. Suppose that we have full state feedback from position, velocity and acceleration. Then the
characteristic equation after feedback linearisation is :

B.l Extension case (x 2::0)

Differentiating the second equation in (4) with respect
to time yields:
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where

kI , k2, ka are feedback gains and Yr is the desired piston
displacement.

B.2 Pole-placement control
Equation (12) can be rearranged in the following statespace representation :

= Ax(t) + Bltt

Y=
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IV.

we arrive at the final linear equation with respect to lit :

where

ka = -82.7

lit = -k1(y - Yr) - k2 (y - Yr) -- ka(y - Yr)

+ - -y
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The same pole-placement technique is deployed in this situation and we obtain identical results

Given the control signal
u

k2

The same procedure as described is now applied for equation (5). We arrive at the same equation as (12), except
the value for A3(y). In this case

where

A3(y)

(17)

B.3 Retraction case ( x :50)

where Cgain = CiPV%PK, K is a constant. Equation (8)
can be cast as
M"ii

P2 = -5-i, Pa = -10,

from which the gains can be calculated as

(8)
-

(16)

where Kf = (k i k2 k3 ) is the controller gain matrix.
Since we require the system with a reasonable settling time
= 0.707), let us
(about 5 sec) and a standard damping
choose the desired closed loop poles as :

(7)

Substituting PI and 1>2 from (4) into the preceding equation
leads to
...
My

=0

(14)

= 126,

(20)

ka = -82.7

SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents results of simulation studies of the
controller derived in the previous section. Consider the
~'control problem of the experimental~excavatorbucket
actuated by the hydraulic servo system with parameters
given in Table 1. The control objective is to track the desired input commands. Assume that the elements of the
state equation (2) are known in both case: extension and
retraction. We consider first free motion (no load) for the
extension case: tracking of a desired input of 0.38m (nearly
maximum stroke of the cylinder piston), starting £roman
initial position of O.Olm. Figure 2 shows the position response as well· as the control voltage in. which the control .
action consists of the cancellation control and the poleplacement control. Figure 3 depicts the response under the
same no load condition for the retraction case in which it is
desired to move the cylinder piston from a maximum stroke
(0.38m) to a near minimum position (O.lm). It can be seen
that the tracking behaviour is quite good with zero steady
state error. We now consider the tracking problem when a
square wave signal or a sin~oidal signal is assigned to the
desired cylinder piston position. This test signal is used
to investigate the controller validity in path~followingtasks
of each hydraulic actuator. Figure- 4 and Figure 5 depict
'the transient responses of the bucket cylinder position for
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Fig. 5. Tracking a sinusoidal input

square and • sinusoidal cODUllandinputsrespectively.The
test signals start at the central position of the cylinder (0.19
m) and have ··an amplitude<ofO.l·m. ·Goodtracking . performance is observed in both.cases,pro"ViDgthe feasibility
of implementing feedbackliD.earisation inthisexperim.ental
case.

A. Feedback linearisation control for the bucket cylinder

Figure 6 shows the position tracking response with a
square wave cOIIIP1a.nd input in free .motion while Figure
1 depicts the_ponse during digging "sandy loam". It
V ... EXPEJUMENTAL.RESULTS
is noted thatthe·former has nearly zero steady state erEXPE!riments have been conducted • to'V&li.ciatetheisilDuror whilst the later has a small error due to the load of
lation results. Data'acq~~naDdco~l~IO~~ soil-bucket interaction. Such an error can be improved by
written in C++·· and executed ooder theWip.dCJ\'lSNT optuning the controller gain for pole placement part to suit
erating syste.JIl...•. ~P"_eJ:1tal. iwork has been .·perlQraed
a specified load condition. The experimental· trials, howon a KomatsuPC05-1mi:ni-excavator(FiBure l). ·Thehyever" demonstrated that one can easily tune the parameter
draulic systew. ~~ with ~ucers to~~ for PID controller while it is difficult to tune the feedback
sure .thepressureand.the~:ve.spool poaition. ·Clesed-loop
linearization controller. Note that Figure 6 and Figure 1
control of.a.llaxesisacb.ievOO. by four/proprietary ·M2000
show the bucket axis rotation angle measured in radians,
Programmable ServoCont;roUen(PSC) ,efi8it~•controllers
whereas Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the bucket cylinder
that are . collllllaJ1ded·.·andicoorclinated by· an •. industriaJ.
stroke in metres. Figure 8 shows the tracking responses .of
IBM..compatible'PC,/Eacl1x~QOO~~~ll1E!<;~f()~ •. ~o the bucket.·.cylinder piston when • the robotic excavator is
axes. .The PCCOB1I:tllJJlicates<with thediptal.colltJ:ollers executing a digging task of a square-wave pattern. Good
through a Control Area Net'woJ:k {CAN) ·bus,andissueB
tracking performance can .be .observed regardless of initial
track velocity cOII1mands,andposition set-points to· the
conditions.
other axes. Futther··detailsof hardware and software organisation can be found in [8, 10].
i
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VI.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

This paper has developed in details the step by step
design procedure for feedback linearisation control of an
electrohydraulic cylinder used in a robotic excavator. Simulation and e"J)erimental results obtained demonstrate the
feasibility and 'Validity of the proposed control scheme.
Some discussions are given here:
• The desilIl of feedback linearization controller is rather
straightforward. The controller works directly with a nonlinear model and thus it is independent of a designed operating points. This is the main advantage of this controller
over a conventional 1inearised controller, which depends
strongly on the operation point clIosen for linearisation.
• As stated in [4], robl.lltness of this controller is not guaranteed in the face of parameter uncertainties or disturbances. The enensivesimtl1ation results, however, showed
that the feedback linearisation controller is very stable.
Initial conditions have been changed from different initial
presaure to different operating points within piston stroke
without s~ degradations in control performance.
• The controller has been designed with the assumptions
that the 'Valve is matched and of a critical type. One could,
however, follow th.e same steps in desigIling for the general
case when al,a2,Q,a,a4 differ from one another.
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Table 1: Hydraulic parameters used in simulation and experiments.

Quap.tity
Area gradient
Area of tlJ.e.pistonhead
Area of the piston rod
Length of the piston stroke
Viscous damping coefficient of load
Discharge coefficient
Volumetric displacementc)fcyl..inder
Total inertiai of cylinder and load
Total leakage coefficient
Val"egain
Supply presstrre
Total comprffised volume
Effective.. bulk modulus
Fluid mass density
Active cylinder V01UJXle1)

Notation

L

Value
4.621xlO- 3
0.·002
1.0686x 10-4
0.385

Unit

120

Nms

m

m

0.5
8.195x 10-6

40

Nms-:l

2.316xlO- 7

Kv
Ps
(3E
p
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0.508

mV-l

18

mPa

7.556xlO-4
100
850

MPa

o

kgm- 3

